
Dream Big is receiving some BIG reviews!
"It’s the sort of majestic educational film that every adult will want
their child to see—and, in all likelihood, will want to see themselves."

—Variety

After a special world premiere at the Smithsonian's National Air and Space
Museum, Dream Big successfully launched in 40 giant-screen theatres, attracting
wildly enthusiastic reviews and stirring audiences with its emotional stories.  All
agree the film is sure to inspire the next generation of dreamers. With more than 60
theatres set to open the film this year, this Dream Big movement is just getting
started.  
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What the Critics Are Saying

"The film is sure to pique grade-schoolers’ interest
and encourage research and experimentation. Its
what-if mix of physics, imagination and goodwill is an
exhilarating conversation starter."
    —Sheri Linden, The Hollywood Reporter

"[An] inspiring IMAX documentary that
could cause a spike in engineering school
enrollments…[Dream Big is] an uncomplicated look at a complex subject that
gets information across without talking down to its predominantly young audience."
    —Linda Barnard, The Toronto Star 

"As with most MacGillivray projects,
there's plenty of razzle-dazzle eye
candy on display…The result is fast-
paced and attention-getting."
    —John Hartle, Seattle Times

"This IMAX documentary does an epic job of
inspiring young viewers to realize the importance of
engineering to society. Dream Big packs quite a punch
and, particularly for girls, is an inspiring example of
why we need to invest in STEM education. A+ for Educational Value" 
    —Common Sense Media

"We had no idea how creative and fun being
an engineer can be!  An entertaining, inspiring,
informative and fun film."  5 Stars
—KidzWorld

"A 100% Fresh rating on Rotten
Tomatoes!" 

"[Dream Big] explores human
ingenuity through “wow”
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moments…while hooking viewers with personal stories of inspiring characters."
    —Sandra Barrera, Los Angeles Daily News 

“Dream Big is sure to inspire your
future innovators!” 
    —Scholastic Teacher
 

"Majestic shots…Hopefully many future engineers
will be sitting in the front row, inspired by the 50-foot-
tall engineers on the screen in front of them."
    —Matt Blitz, Popular Mechanics 
 

What Audiences Are Saying

"I just took my four children to the Dream Big... We absolutely loved it! My five
year old has been saying for some time he wants to be a "construction worker" by
which he means engineer. When he saw the film he was enthralled and said that is
what he wants to become. Thanks for making such a great film!"
    —Gordon Bennett, audience member at the Ontario Science Center

“Thanks for this AMAZING movie—it is so important to teach our kids that their
worlds are limitless when they focus on STEM.”
    —Dani, audience member at Marbles Kids Museum in Raleigh 

"Great work on highlighting the work of engineers all over the world. As an engineer
myself, your film made me proud to be part of the larger community of
contributors and problem solvers that your film highlights."
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    —Juan Coronado, PE, audience member at the Denver Museum of Nature and
Science

 
 

Thank you for dreaming big with us!
The MacGillivray Freeman Films Team

 
Dream Big is a MacGillivray Freeman film produced in partnership with American Society of Civil Engineers

and presented by Bechtel Corporation.
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